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K5. The Edge Call Plan 
 (This Service will not be offered to new customers from 2013 onwards) 

 
Subject to the Special Conditions, this Plan offers the following discounts based on total usage of IDD001/002 Service 
and IDD007 Service (as of 21 April 1997) in the relevant billing cycle (BC) for an introductory period of 3 months from 
the date of connection of the relevant Services applicable to Connect A and Connect B: 
 

Monthly 
usage (HK$) 
 

Equal to or less 
than $1,000 

Over 
$1,000 

Over 
$3,000 

Over 
$5,000 

Over 
$15,000 

Over 
$50,000 

Over 
$100,000 

Discount 1.5% 3.0% 6.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.5% 8.00% 
 
Connect A: 
For every $4,000 spent on IDD001/002 and IDD007 Service in any BC this option entitles Customers a rebate of up to 
$100 for that BC. 
 
Connect B: 
For every $6,000 spent on IDD001/002, IDD007 Service in any BC this option entitles Customers to a rebate of up to 
$200 for that BC. 
 
The following Special Conditions shall apply to The Edge Call Plan: 
(a) Unless otherwise stated or agreed to in writing by WTT, Customers can only subscribe to one call plan at any time. 
(b) In order to qualify a Customer must subscribe to BusinessLine services before 31 December 1996 for a minimum 

contract period of 1 year in the case of Connect A and 6 months in the case of Connect B. 
(c) The discounts under The Edge Call Plan does not include call charges to China, Macau and Inmarsat. 
 
(d) The rebate will be calculated at the end of each BC and rebates accumulated can be used to offset Customers 

charges on their exchange line rental for that BC.  Any rebates not offset in a BC cannot be brought forward to the 
next BC.  Any rebate accumulated cannot be converted into cash or used to offset charges for other services. 

(e) The rebate in each of Connect A and Connect B is limited to a maximum of $1000 per BC per Customer. 
(f) Any rebate accumulated will be applied in the BC in which such rebate is accrued. 
(g) Any IDD spending not used in the calculation of rebate in a BC cannot be brought forward for that purpose.  Only 

IDD spending in an account may be used for the purpose of determining whether any rebate applies in respect of 
that account.  IDD spending in respect of other Customer accounts cannot be aggregated for that purpose. 

(h) The discounts are available only for an introductory period of 3 months from the date of connection of the relevant 
Services.  The rebate is available only for a period of 1 year in the case of Connect A, and 6 months in the case of 
Connect B, from the date of connection of the relevant Services. 

 


